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Why Job Hunting is Harder Today.
To appreciate the New Science of Job Hunting,
you have to know why job hunting is so difficult.
In 2007, we began the Great Recession. Since
then, technology has impacted many industries
and changed how to best find a new job.
The Internet, along with PCs, laptops, and
tablets, have led to 30 million resumes always
being circulated. The way employers recruit
also changed. Then, the Coronavirus caused
extreme problems. The result is that job
hunting became a struggle for most people.
The Internet is now the public openings
market. But, it’s a small percent of all jobs. In
addition, ads can draw hundreds of candidates,
and database recruiting is little understood.
Also, the social networking site... LinkedIn,
can be vital, but few know how to fully capitalize on it. Employer screening devices have
been expanded to include video interviews, new
personality tests and social media background
checks. So, finding good jobs is not easy.

The Way Millions Look For Jobs.
Most rely on old concepts, like historical
resumes that say, “here is John Doe...and his
full career history.” Then, most answer ads,
network, or post resumes, and think they’ve run
a search. The tragedy is they really have not.

Nevertheless, all of these factors create an
opportunity for users of our new science.

The New Science of Job Hunting.

Our approach is a like professional sports
where coaches rely on statistical analysis of
past performances. Analytics played a major
role in creating each aspect of our course. Our
100 reports are in color and average 8 to 12
pages, but you use only what you need. The
reports are organized in 10 sections.

Section 1—Raising Marketability.

First, our course educates you on the job
market, and a unique profile uncovers your
marketable assets. They include experiences,
achievements, skills, strengths, and factors
involving travel, languages, awards, education, part time or volunteer jobs, memberships,
hobbies and intangibles like team work, likability and other similar things.
Our report on hundreds of skills that are in
demand, makes it easy for you to uncover the
marketable skills you have. And, our resume
and letter sections and other reports also help
dramatically raise your marketability.

Section 2—Uncovering Options.

Today, people change careers more often, and
changing industries is also common. Either of
these can lead to a better environment, pay
increases, and perhaps more promotions and
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stock options. Now, to change industries,
you’ll see how others have done it, and you’ll
get a separate report on growth industries.

Section 3—Handling Liabilities.

If you have a liability that might hurt you, there
are solutions for handling them. So, here,
you’ll see things others did to minimize their
liabilities. The two most common liabilities are
being unemployed and having age concerns,
and we’ll discuss those below.

What to do when unemployed.
Losing a job is one of the most emotionally
upsetting experiences. No one likes to admit
it, but well over 90% then struggle as they
search with old methods. Many are forced to
look for a very long time. Our report recommends 8 critical actions that any unemployed
person should take... and much more.

Age concerns can be reduced.

Age discrimination is a reality. However, a
bigger problem is that few people are up-todate on job hunting. If you are worried about
your age, doing a aggressive job search is the
first way to compensate. Yet, many people
won’t do aggressive efforts. But, think of it this
way. If you had some art to auction, would you
prefer 20 bidders or just 1 or 2?

Demand for seniors has grown in good and
bad economies. Our course covers everything
people with age concerns need to gain a
competitive edge.

Section 4—Getting Interviews.

Doing a game plan... and using advanced
ways to get activity saves time. From 25 ways
to get interviews, people select 6 to 8 actions
to take... and they become part of a game plan
they follow. Trial and error is eliminated.
Game plans are one page bullet lists of
the actions people plan to take to get interviews. But, 95% of job seekers never use a
game plan, and just use hit or miss efforts. It’s
why many fail. We help people optimize each
action. Their confidence grows, and stress is
minimized. You’ll find many was for getting
interviews in our course. Below are a few.

Everyone should use direct mail.

Everyone should use direct mail to their best
prospects. But, you have to know how to do
this. Here’s some of what we cover.
n When to send letters or resumes.

n Getting mailings past gatekeepers.

n When your materials should arrive.

n Size of mailings & when to make them.
n The role of 2nd and 3rd mailings.

n Contacting multiple executives in one firm.
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n Semi-custom vs. mass mailings.
n Keys to

putting the odds in your favor.

Phone power is underutilized.

It isn’t just sales people who are powerful on
the phone. Here you’ll find scripts for making
it much easier... covering 12 ways for initiating
discussions...10 ways for handling anyone who
screens calls and 4 ways to start conversations.
Scripts for openings with the right person, and
ways to overcome rejections are also supplied.

Networking can now be much easier.

People can get interviews by networking, even
with few connections. Why? This is a new era
of networking. Here’s some of what we cover.
(1) The top networking fundamentals, (2)
networking “people you know, and (3) networking those you don’t know. Here, you’ll also
want to read our reports on using LinkedIn, and
sample letters for networking.

You can find leads to private jobs.

Here, we focus on events that occur which may
lead to openings. Our report on finding leads
explains how to use this invaluable source.

You should make the most of recruiters.

Recruiters work for employers and screen and
recommend candidates. Most are always look-

ing for talent. Many fill jobs at $60K- $150K,
while top firms work at $150K- $1M. Here we
address who does best with recruiters, the
importance of regional firms, how many to
contact, what to expect from mailings... and
much more.

Section 5—New Style Resumes.

Here, are samples of outstanding new style
resumes... among the best ever assembled.
Copying these can bring dramatic results.
In addition, you can review 25 contemporary 1-page resumes for color printing.
Growing more popular, these get noticed.
Our resume section contains 8 short reports.
Our special resume concepts and biographies are a must to review.

Special resumes bring interviews.

No company would ever use a single ad to
try and make all their sales. And the same
is true for you. We’ve created a formula for
maximizing interviews.. It involves special
resume applications. Here, each one is
explained, and you’ll many samples to copy.

Biographies are the most powerful.
We have two discussions on biographies.
One is on their incredible power, and one is a
collection of extraordinary samples. Our staff
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has developed biographies for executives as
diverse as a foreign ambassador, numerous
C-level executives, high-ranking military officers, chancellors of major universities, senior
HR executives and others.

for networking ... for answering openings... for
setting up references and for follow up.

Section 8—Solving Unique Problems.

So, be sure to look at our report on top
samples. If you draft one, give it the special
attention this commanding document deserves.

Here you’ll find individual reports on subjects
such as how to fix a failing search, how to
handle bad references, how references can
help get offers and a number of others.

Section 6—Interviewing.

Section 9—Personal Dynamics.

Our goal is to lift your skills into the top 5% at
their income level. To assist we cover... the 10
interviewing mistakes people make, questions
to expect, building maximum chemistry and
how to handle objections.
We’ve also developed a remarkable way to
get initial offers raised by 10 to 20%, by using a
soft sell approach with scripts to follow.
But first we cover all factors you might negotiate, including all types of stock options that
might be available, and our list of 25 types of
relocation help that employers might provide.
There is much more here.

Section 7—Power Letters & Samples.

The ability to write letters can be amazingly
important. Great letters can get people to call,
but they don’t need to say much about you.
Here, you’ll find letter samples for your most
common needs ...for sending to employers...

Here, our reports cover building charisma, how
to raise your likability, the right body language,
selling leadership, lifting self esteem, the 12
traits of super women, how to be great at video
interviewing and others. Remember, people
don’t get hired for perfect interviews. They get
hired for the chemistry they establish.

Section 10—Special Situations.
Here, are practical reports on searching with
secrecy, job hunting in a recession, long
distance searches, checking out employers,
part time jobs if unemployed... and more.

CareerPace

4950 So. Yosemite, F2-358
Greenwood Village, CO 80111
www.careerpace.com
Tel. 1-877-576-9997 call for Tom Prescott
or email publisher@careerpace.com
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The New Science of Job Hunting Course
100 subjects that can impact a search. Each is reviewed In our 100 reports, in color and illustrated.
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01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.
08.
09.
10.
11.

2
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

3

Raising Your Marketability

How to uncover all your assets.
Create an exciting new view of you.
Top skills that are in demand.
How to sell skills through stories.
How to raise your marketability.
Setting the right job goals.
How to finance your search.
How to build your will to succeed.
The 10 major job hunting mistakes.
The job market: fact vs. fiction.
How to explore international
jobs... from the U.S.
Uncovering Your
Career & Industry Options

Paths to $100K, $200K & $500K+.
Career options for educators.
Career options for former military.
Top 10 executive career changes.
Career direction when starting out.
New careers after raising a family.
Options for Wall St. professionals.
U.S. growth industries.
How to change industries.
Handling Liabilities
That May Restrict You

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

How to handle liabilities.
How to handle age concerns.
What to do if you’re unemployed.
What to do if you had too many jobs.
Critical advice for specialists.
Critical advice for generalists.
What to do if you lack a degree.
Too long in a firm or industry?
Advice for former entrepreneurs.
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Getting Maximum
Interviews Easier & Faster

30.
31.
32.
33.

Introduction to getting interviews.
Why some can’t get interviews.
How the two job markets work.
The best ways to answer ads.

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

How to find leads to private jobs.
How to make direct mail work.
How to best use recruiters.
Networking made easier.
Making the most of LinkedIn.
Phone power for getting interviews.
How to get a job created.
The role of marketing websites.
Game plans for getting interviews.
Step-by-step actions to take.
Where to find people to contact.
Top recruiters, VCs & equity firms.

Challenges
8 Solving
You May Encounter

5

New Style Resumes &
Samples to Copy

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

What’s wrong with 95% of resumes.
Creating top new style resumes.
Top samples of universal resumes.
The amazing power of biographies.
Top samples of biographies.
The creative package for executives.
A good resume in an hour or less.
Contemporary resumes that work.
Selecting photo styles for resumes.

78. How to sell leadership qualities.
79. How to build your charisma.
80. How to raise your likability.
81. Lifting your self esteem.
82. 12 qualities of super women.
83. The right body language.
84. Be great at video interviews.
85. How to impress sr. executives.
86. How to surpass superstars.
87. Projecting the right personality.
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Interviewing & Negotiating...
Lifting You Into The Top 5%

55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.

The 10 key interviewing mistakes.
Turning interviews to offers.
Interviewing questions to expect.
How to build maximum chemistry.
Projecting the right image.
Handling objections you encounter.
A step-by-step negotiating system.
Factors you might negotiate.
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Power letters &
Samples to Copy or Adapt

63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
69.

The 10 key letter writing mistakes.
The art of creating powerful letters.
Great letter samples to employers.
Great letter samples for networking.
Great letter samples for openings.
Great letter samples for references.
Great letter samples for follow up.
Great letter samples for follow up.

70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.

What to do if a search starts slowly.
How to fix a failing search.
How to launch a search in 48 hours.
How to use references to win jobs.
How to handle bad references.
Overcoming 7 job market myths.
Overcoming 7 job hunting myths.
Reading interviewer personalities

9

Personal Dynamics That
Make a Difference

1 0 Special Situations
88. Part time jobs while in a search.
89. Job hunting in a recession.
90. Job hunting long distance.
91. How to]search with secrecy.
92. 10 best creative job hunting ideas.
93. About working from home jobs.
94 When your new job is a mistake.
95. A review of job hunting services.
96. The top job sites on the Internet.
97. Checking out your next employer.
98. Time for your own business?
99. The first 90 days in your new job.
100. Early retirement check list.
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